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Description
Title of Invention: DATA TRANSMISSION METHOD AND

DEVICE
Technical Field

[1] The present application relates to wireless communication systems, and particularly,

to a data transmission method and device with resource selection or re-selection in a

LTE D2D/V2X system.

[2]

Background Art
[3] To meet the demand for wireless data traffic having increased since deployment of

4G communication systems, efforts have been made to develop an improved 5G or

pre-5G communication system. Therefore, the 5G or pre-5G communication system is

also called a 'Beyond 4G Network' or a 'Post LTE System'. The 5G communication

system is considered to be implemented in higher frequency (mmWave) bands, e.g.,

60GHz bands, so as to accomplish higher data rates. To decrease propagation loss of

the radio waves and increase the transmission distance, the beamforming, massive

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), Full Dimensional MIMO (FD-MIMO), array

antenna, an analog beam forming, large scale antenna techniques are discussed in 5G

communication systems. In addition, in 5G communication systems, development for

system network improvement is under way based on advanced small cells, cloud Radio

Access Networks (RANs), ultra-dense networks, device-to-device (D2D) commu

nication, wireless backhaul, moving network, cooperative communication, C o

ordinated Multi-Points (CoMP), reception-end interference cancellation and the like. In

the 5G system, Hybrid FSK and QAM Modulation (FQAM) and sliding window su

perposition coding (SWSC) as an advanced coding modulation (ACM), and filter bank

multi carrier (FBMC), non-orthogonal multiple access(NOMA), and sparse code

multiple access (SCMA) as an advanced access technology have been developed.

[4] The Internet, which is a human centered connectivity network where humans

generate and consume information, is now evolving to the Internet of Things (IoT)

where distributed entities, such as things, exchange and process information without

human intervention. The Internet of Everything (IoE), which is a combination of the

IoT technology and the Big Data processing technology through connection with a

cloud server, has emerged. As technology elements, such as "sensing technology",

"wired/wireless communication and network infrastructure", "service interface

technology", and "Security technology" have been demanded for IoT implementation,

a sensor network, a Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication, Machine Type Com-



munication (MTC), and so forth have been recently researched. Such an IoT en

vironment may provide intelligent Internet technology services that create a new value

to human life by collecting and analyzing data generated among connected things. IoT

may be applied to a variety of fields including smart home, smart building, smart city,

smart car or connected cars, smart grid, health care, smart appliances and advanced

medical services through convergence and combination between existing Information

Technology (IT) and various industrial applications.

[5] In line with this, various attempts have been made to apply 5G communication

systems to IoT networks. For example, technologies such as a sensor network,

Machine Type Communication (MTC), and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) commu

nication may be implemented by beamforming, MIMO, and array antennas. Ap

plication of a cloud Radio Access Network (RAN) as the above-described Big Data

processing technology may also be considered to be as an example of convergence

between the 5G technology and the IoT technology.

[6] At present, device to device (D2D) techniques have been accepted by the third

generation partnership project (3GPP) for the great potential value of D2D in fields

such as public safety and civil communications. 3GPP has standardized some functions

of D2D, including in coverage (IC) mutual discovery of D2D terminals, broadcast

communications between D2D terminals under IC scenarios, partial coverage (PC)

scenarios and out of coverage (OC) scenarios.

[7] Current 3GPP Rel-12 standards define two modes for D2D broadcast commu

nications which are briefly referred to as Mode 1 and Mode 2.

[8] The Mode 1 requires a UE transmitting D2D broadcast communication information

to be in coverage of a cellular network, i.e., an in coverage UE (ICUE). A UE obtains

configuration information of a physical sidelink control channel (PSCCH) resource

pool of Mode 1 from received system broadcast signaling transmitted by an eNB. The

configuration information includes a periodicity of PSCCH, the location of a subframe

in which PSCCH is transmitted in each periodicity, and the location of a physical

resource block (PRB) in which PSCCH is transmitted in each subframe. When a UE

with Mode 1 broadcast communication capabilities has data to be transmitted, the UE

may request dedicated Mode 1 communication resources from an eNB using a specific

buffer status report (BSR). Then, the UE may check sidelink grant of the eNB before

each PSCCH periodicity starts to obtain the resource location for transmitting PSCCH

and physical sidelink shared channel (PSSCH) in the PSCCH periodicity. In Mode 1,

resource collision between different UEs can be avoided thanks to centralized control

of eNBs.

[9] A UE transmitting D2D broadcast communication information under Mode 2 may be

an ICUE, or a UE out of coverage of the cellular network, i.e., an out of coverage UE



(OCUE). An ICUE may obtain configuration information of a PSCCH resource pool of

Mode 2 and configuration information of an associated PSSCH resource pool by

receiving system broadcast signaling of an eNB. The configuration information on

PSSCH resource pool includes: the location of a subframe in which PSSCH is

transmitted in an associated PSSCH periodicity, the location of a PRB in which

PSSCH is transmitted in each subframe. In each PSCCH periodicity, transmit

resources of PSCCH and associated PSSCH may be randomly selected. An OCUE

may determine configuration information of a PSCCH resource pool of Mode 2 and an

associated PSSCH resource pool using pre-configured information, and may select

resources in the same manner with an ICUE. In PC scenarios, configuration of the

Mode 2 resource pool pre-configured for an OCUE is related with carrier frequency of

a cell serving an ICUE participating in D2D broadcast communications, system

bandwidth and/or TDD configurations.

[10] In the above two D2D broadcast communication modes, a PSCCH resource pool and

a PSSCH resource pool are associated with each other in a one-to-one manner, or a

PSCCH resource pool and a PSSCH resource are associated with each other in a one-

to-one manner. Within each PSCCH periodicity, a PSCCH resource pool locates prior

to its associated PSSCH resource pool or PSSCH resource, and the resources of the

PSCCH resource pool and the resources of the associated PSSCH resource pool or the

PSSCH resource do not have intersection. In addition, D2D terminals always work

under half-duplex mode, which results in two terminals incapable of receiving signals

from each other when they transmit signals simultaneously. In Rel-12, in each PSCCH

periodicity, each PSCCH is transmitted two times, and each PSCCH transmission

occupies one PRB. The above restriction resulted from the half-duplex can be avoided

using resource hopping. For example, for PSCCHs whose first transmission are in the

same subframe, the locations of subframes serving as the resources of the second

transmission may shift, and the extent of the shift is related with the spectrum location

of the resources for the first transmission. As such, PSCCHs first transmitted in the

same subframe may be re-transmitted in different subframe locations. In addition, two

transmissions may enhance reception reliability of PSCCH.

[11] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of an uplink subframe in a

3GPP LTE system. Among 14 OFDM symbols in a subframe, two OFDM symbols,

whose indices are 3 and 10 respectively, are for transmitting de-modulation reference

signal (DMRS). The last OFDM symbol in a subframe is designed for providing time

for a device to switch between sending and receiving and for avoiding two successive

subframes from overlapping with each other due to problems such as propagation

delay, time advance (TA), or the like, thus is not used for transmitting data. The other

symbols are for transmitting uplink data. The first OFDM symbol in the subframe can



also be used for transmitting data, and in practice may be used for automatic gain

control (AGC).

[12] Since 3GPP D2D communication mainly targets low-data rate terminals and delay-

sensitive and reliability-insensitive V2X traffic, implemented D2D functions is far

from satisfying user requirements. It has become wide consensus of various commu

nication terminal manufacturers and communication network device manufacturers to

enhance D2D function framework in subsequent 3GPP versions. One of functions to

be first standardized is vehicle to vehicle/pedestrian/infrastructure/network (V2X) in

formation exchange based on current D2D broadcast communications mechanism,

which enables low-delay high-reliability direct communication between high-speed

devices, between high-speed device and low-speed device, between high-speed device

and immobile device.

[13] As shown in FIG. 1, the uplink subframe can satisfy demands of main application

scenarios of D2D, but cannot satisfy requirements for performance in a typical V2X

scenario. For example, V2X communication requires a maximum relative moving

speed of 500km/h of UE, a maximum carrier frequency of 6GHz. The high speed and

high carrier frequency, however, may introduce Doppler frequency shift which may

result in severe inter-subcarrier interference. In addition, taking into account the in

fluences of differences in timing and frequency between eNB and UE, the DMRS

structure as shown in FIG. 1 cannot satisfy the performance requirements. In current

discussions of standardization conferences, an important solution is as shown in FIG.

2, i.e., transmitting DMRS in 4 OFDM symbols whose indices are 2, 5, 8, 11, to

increase the time density of DMRS thus provide better performance.

[14] In 3GPP D2D systems, the DMRS sequence of PSCCH is fixed, i.e., all of

transmitting terminals use the same DMRS sequence. Particularly, according to the

method of generating DMRS in LTE, the root sequence of DMRS is obtained by using

a cell identity (PCID) of 510, a DMRS cyclic shift (CS) of 0 and an orthogonal cover

code (OCC) of [1 1]. The scrambling sequence of scheduling information transmitted

in PSCCH is also fixed, i.e., all of transmitting terminals use the same scrambling

sequence. Specifically, the method of generating an LTE scrambling code is: setting

PCID to be 510 and other information, e.g., time slot index, UE identity, etc., to be 0.

According to the method, when two devices transmit scheduling assignment (SA) in

the same PRB, the DMRSs of the two devices overlap with each other completely,

which is equivalent to only one DMRS sequence at the receiving end. The density of

terminals in V2X communications is far more larger than in D2D communications,

thus it is highly possible that two or multiple devices transmit SA and/or data using the

same resource, i.e., there are more SA resource collisions. In addition, besides the

collisions, even if two transmitting devices transmit data on different frequencies



within the same subframe, in-band leakage interference may also reduce reception per

formances considering the influence of near-far effect. In other words, for a receiving

terminal, the energy leaked by a nearby device to neighboring PRBs may be at the

same level with, or even stronger than, the energy of signals from far-away devices in

the neighboring PRBs. Since the terminal density in V2X communications is far more

larger than in D2D communications, the above in-band leakage interference may be

more severe.

[15] According to current discussions of standardized conferences, a solution is solving

the above collision problem and in-band leakage problem by sensing. A basis a s

sumption is that devices occupies resources based on semi-persistent scheduling (SPS),

i.e., resources occupied by a device are periodic within a time period. As shown in

FIG. 3, denoting the time spot when a device selects PSCCH/PSSCH resources is

subframe n, the device first senses resources in a resource pool of the device in a time

period from subframe n-a to subframe n-b, and judges which time-frequency resources

are being occupied and which time-frequency resources are available. Then the device

performs selection or re-selection (shortened as selection/re-selection hereinafter) of

PSCCH/PSSCH resources, denoted that PSCCH is transmitted in subframe n+c,

PSSCH is transmitted in subframe n+d, and reserved resources are in subframe n+e.

After that, the device transmits PSCCH in subframe n+c, PSSCH in subframe n+d, and

the next data in reserved resources in subframe n+e. The above sensing of resources in

the resource pool by the device may be performed in the following two manners. One

manner is decoding PSCCH to obtain detailed information about channel occupancy of

other devices so as to measure received power of another device. The other manner is

sensing the energy in the PSSCH resource pool. The former manner can obtain precise

information about channel occupancy and reservation, but the sensing based on

PSCCH may fail if the PSCCH is not received correctly, e.g., PSCCHs of multiple

devices collide with each other. The latter manner is judging whether resources are

being occupied based on the amount of sensed energy, so as to try to avoid occupied

resources. However, V2X traffic are not strictly periodic, messages from different

devices may have different cyclic periods within a time period, this may affect the

prediction performances of the energy-based sensing manner. In fact, the sensing based

on PSCCH and the sensing based on energy may be used collectively to avoid collision

and interference and improve performances as much as possible.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Problem
[17] The present application provides a data transmission method and device which can



select optimal resources for data transmission, so as to better avoid collisions and in

terference between devices.

[18]

Solution to Problem
[19] To attain the above objective, various examples provide the following technical

mechanisms.

[20] The present application provides a data transmission method which includes:

[21] sensing, by a first device, scheduling assignment (SA) and received power of another

device, and/or a total of received energy of all of subframes/sub-bands of the first

device;

[22] selecting or re-selecting, by the first device, resources according to a sensing result;

and

[23] transmitting, by the first device, data using the resources.

[24] Preferably, selecting or re-selecting resources includes:

[25] selecting K resources as the resources occupied by the first device; wherein K is

larger than or equal to 1, the K resources have the same or different or almost the same

occupancy cyclic period.

[26] Preferably, selecting K resources as the resources occupied by the first device

includes:

[27] determining K data channel resources according to a sensing result obtained from a

sensing window corresponding to subframe n; or

[28] determining a sensing window corresponding to each resource of the K resources,

and determining a data channel resource corresponding to each sensing window

according to a sensing result of each sensing window.

[29] Preferably, selecting K resources as the resources occupied by the first device

includes:

[30] performing the selecting or re-selecting for all of the K resources collectively; or

[31] performing a selecting or re-selecting process for each of the resources; or

[32] assigning the K resources into a plurality of groups, and performing a selecting or re-

selecting process for each of the groups.

[33] Preferably, selecting or re-selecting by the first device resources according to a

sensing result includes:

[34] performing the sensing only in a sensing window before the timing of resource re-

selection, and performing the selecting or re-selecting according to a sensing result; or

[35] sensing subframes within a sensing window before a prospective resource re-

selection time point so that the proportion of subframes sensed within the sensing

window is larger than the proportion of subframes sensed before the sensing window.



[36] Preferably, when a subframe in a selecting window has an index of m,

[37] the first device senses a subframe whose index is

is a reference value of reservation interval; or

[38] the first device senses a subframe whose index is

superset which includes the set is a superset which includes all of

elements

[39] Preferably, when there is a j which makes wherein

m is an index of a subframe on which no sensing operation is performed

in the sensing window, a single-subframe resource is unavailable to the first

device; or when there is a j which makes and

the single-subframe resource is unavailable to the first device;

is on subframe y and includes one or multiple consecutive sub-bands starting

from sub-band is a resource reserve cyclic period, is a set of resource

reserve cyclic periods, is a reference value of reservation interval, j is an integer

smaller than C but not smaller than 0, C is the number of periods in which device A is

to reserve resource according to the cyclic period

[40] when there is a j which makes

is an index of a subframe on which no sensing operation is performed in a sub window

of a reservation interval which is available for data transmission, the single-

subframe resource is unavailable to the first device; or when there is a j which



subframe resource is unavailable to the first device; or

when there is a j which makes

is an index of a subframe on which no sensing operation is performed in a sub window

on which a sensing operation is performed, the single-subframe resource is un-

available to the first device; or when there is a j which makes

th single-subframe

resource is unavailable to the first device; or

no processing is applied to a subframe on which no sensing operation is performed.

Preferably, for a set when an index of a subframe in the selecting window is

m, and device A performs no sensing operation on a subframe whose index is

there does not exist a j which makes for a

single-subframe resource , wherein j is an integer smaller than C

but not smaller than 0, C is the number of periods in which device A is to reserve

resource according to the cyclic period

Preferably, selecting or re-selecting by the first device resources according to a

sensing result includes:

when resource selection or re-selection is performed within subframe n and the first

device does not perform the sensing of SA and received power and the sensing of the

total received energy of all of subframes/sub-bands of the first device before the

subframe n, performing, by the first device, resource selection or re-selection and

reducing the time of repetitively occupying the resources; and/or

when resource selection or re-selection is performed within subframe n and the first

device does not perform the sensing of SA and received power and the sensing of the

total received energy of all of subframes/sub-bands of the first device before the

subframe n, performing, by the first device, resource re-selection after detecting

resource collision.

Preferably, performing by the first device resource re-selection after detecting

resource collision include any one of:

after detecting resource collision, performing, by the first device, the resource re-



selection after performing data transmission of a cyclic period;

[49] after detecting resource collision, performing, by the first device, the resource re-

selection after performing data transmission of a cyclic period and indicating resource

release in at least one SA;

[50] after detecting resource collision, performing, by the first device, the resource re-

selection after indicating resource release in all of SAs within a cyclic period and after

the cyclic period ends;

[51] performing, by the first device, resource selection or re-selection respectively for

each resource, and performing resource re- selection for a resource in which resource

collision is detected;

[52] performing, by the first device, resource selection or re-selection respectively for

each resource, and performing resource re- selection after transmitting SA indicating

resource release in response to detection of resource collision;

[53] dividing, by the first device, the resources into groups, performing resource selection

or re-selection for each of the groups of resources, and performing resource re-

selection only for a group of resources in which collision is detected after the collision

is detected.

[54] Preferably, after sensing SA of other devices, the method may also include:

[55] sensing whether a source identity (SID) of the first device is being used by another

device according to the SA of other devices; if the SID of the first device is being used

by another device, re- selecting, by the first device, an SID or reporting an event of SID

collision to an eNB requesting the eNB to configure a new SID.

[56] Preferably, sensing the SID of the first device is being used by another device

according to the SA of other devices includes:

[57] checking, by the first device, whether the SID is being used by another device after

transmission of each data, and re-selecting an SID if the SID is being used by another

device; or

[58] checking, by the first device, whether the SID is being used by another device after

successive transmission of X data, and performing SID re-selection if the SID is being

used by another device, wherein X is pre-determined, or configured by higher layer, or

determined dynamically; or

[59] checking, by the first device, whether the SID is being used by another device when

performing resource selection or re-selection, and re-selecting an SID if the SID is

being used by another device.

[60] Preferably, the resource selection or re-selection includes: performing at least one of

the following actions when it is detected that the system load is larger than a pre

determined load:

[61] reducing transmitting power;



[62] reducing the number of physical resource blocks (PRBs) occupied in a subframe;

[63] reducing the number of subframes occupied in a cyclic period;

[64] increasing a threshold for performing received power-based resource selection or re-

selection;

[65] wherein the ratio of unavailable resources occupied by the first device is smaller than

a pre-determined threshold, the unavailable resources are resources determined to be

unavailable according to the measurement result.

[66] Preferably, the system load is determined according to the following method:

[67] determining, by the first device, the system load respectively according to the

received power of another device and the total of received energy of all of subframes

or sub-bands, wherein the system load is a proportion of the number of unavailable

resources to the total number of resources; or

[68] determining, by the first device, the system load collectively according to the

received power of another device and the total of received energy of all of subframes

or sub-bands, wherein the system load is a proportion of the number of unavailable

resources to the total number of resources.

[69] Preferably, determining the system load includes:

[70] judging, by the first device, whether a resource is available according to a measured

value of the resource, and calculating the system load using a result of the judging; or

[71] estimating, by the first device, whether a resource after subframe n is available

according to a measured value in a measurement window when resource selection or

re-selection is performed in the subframe n, and calculating the system load using a

result of the estimating.

[72] Preferably, at least one of the following is performed when a data channel is mapped

onto a subframe which includes a synchronization channel/broadcast channel:

[73] transmitting both the synchronization channel/broadcast channel and the data

channel; or

[74] first transmitting the synchronization channel/broadcast channel; or

[75] first transmitting the data channel.

[76] Preferably, the first device always transmits an SA for scheduling the data channel.

[77] The present application also provides a data transmission device which includes: a

sensing module, a resource selecting module and a sending and receiving module;

[78] the sensing module is configured to sense scheduling assignment (SA) and received

power of another device, and/or total received energy of all of subframes or sub-bands

of the device;

[79] the resource selecting module is configured to perform resource selection or re-

selection according to a sensing result of the sensing module; and

[80] the sending and receiving module is configured to perform data transmission using



selected resources.

[81]

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[82] The data transmission method and device can select optimal resources for data

transmission to avoid impacts of collisions on data transmission, and can adjust system

running state in case of congestion to improve system performance as much as

possible.

[83]

Brief Description of Drawings
[84] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of an uplink subframe in a

conventional LTE system;

[85] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a conventional uplink

subframe in which DMRS is transmitted in 4 OFDM symbols;

[86] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating conventional sensing-based channel

resource selection/re-selection;

[87] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a data transmission method in accordance with the

present application;

[88] FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating performing resource selection/re-selection

for each resource respectively in accordance with embodiment one of the present ap

plication;

[89] FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram illustrating a sensing window and a sensing operation

in accordance with embodiment one of the present application;

[90] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a process of handling collision in accordance with

embodiment two of the present application;

[91] FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a process of handling collision in accordance with

embodiment three of the present application;

[92] FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a process of handling congestion in accordance with

embodiment four of the present application;

[93] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram illustrating allocating resources according to a

plurality of cyclic periods in accordance with embodiment four of the present ap

plication;

[94] FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram illustrating the structure of a data transmission device

in accordance with the present application;

[95] FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram illustrating periodically sensing part of subframes;

[96] FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram illustrating sensing only part of subframes in ac

cordance with example one;

[97] FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram illustrating sensing only part of subframes in ac-



cordance with example two;

[98] FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram illustrating sensing only part of subframes in ac

cordance with example three; and

[99] FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram illustrating sensing only part of subframes.

[100]

Mode for the Invention
[101] The present disclosure is hereinafter further described in detail with reference to the

accompanying drawings as well as examples so as to make the objective, technical

solution and merits thereof more apparent.

[102] In V2X communication, there may be a large amount of devices within an area,

including vehicles, pedestrians and Roadside Units (RSUs), and all these devices may

have the need of transmitting data. This makes collision and interference highly

possible to occur when the devices transmit data.

[103] Data of a device may be generated on a periodic basis, thereby the device may

require periodic resource occupancy. Further, each data may be transmitted repetitively

for K times (K is larger than or equal to 1) to avoid some devices cannot receive the

data due to the restrictions of half-duplex. Accordingly, the above device may occupy

resources periodically with a cyclic period of P, and occupy K subframes in each

cyclic period. In other words, K resources are allocated to the device, and each

resource is allocated according to the cyclic period P. After selecting a resource and

occupying the resource for several cyclic periods, the device may release the resource,

and re-perform resource selection. This is for avoiding continuous collisions when a

neighboring device also selects the same resource. In each resource selection or re-

selection, the number of cyclic periods, denoted by C, when the same resource is con

tinuously occupied may be randomly generated within a range of

and a resource which can be continuously occupied for C cyclic periods is selected.

may be pre-determined constant values or configured values,

e.g., may be 5 and 15 respectively. Then, the initial value of a resource re-selection

counter may be set to C, and the resource re-selection counter may be reduced by 1

after transmission of each data. When the resource re-selection counter counts to zero,

resource re-selection is performed.

[104] It is supposed the data transmission scheme of the device is as follows. The device

transmits a control channel, hereinafter referred to as scheduling assignment (SA),

specifying information such as time-frequency resources occupied by a data channel

and modulation and coding scheme (MCS), or the like. Then the device transmits data

in the scheduled data channel. In an LTE D2D/V2X system, the above SA is also



referred to as PSCCH, the data channel is also referred to as PSSCH. For a device A,

after correctly receiving SA transmitted by another device, device A may determine

the subframe/sub-band occupied by a data channel scheduled by the SA according to

information in the SA, and judge whether the sub-band of the data channel will be con

tinuously occupied in the following one or multiple cyclic periods. The above

mentioned subframe/sub-band refers to a sub-band in a subframe, is the unit of

resource allocation. According to different designs of SA, an SA may specify whether

the current resource will be continuously occupied in at least the next cyclic period. Or,

an SA may specify whether the current resource will be continuously occupied in the

following X cyclic periods. X is a pre-determined constant, or a value configured by

higher layer, or a value dynamically indicated. X may be a constant, e.g., 1, or may be

an integer in a value range from 1 to Xmax. Xmax is a constant larger than 1.

Generally, when device A received the SA transmitted by device B and the resource

scheduled by the SA is not released after subframe n, device A determines the device B

will continuously occupy the resource.

[105] According to the conventional resource selection/re- selection scheme as shown in

FIG. 3, when device A performs resource selection/re- selection in subframe n,

according to the sensing results of subframes in a sensing window [n-a, n-b], device A

may determine resource occupancy situation in subsequent subframes of subframe n

and select/re- select appropriate SA resource and data channel resource. In a sensing

window, device B generally transmits data in multiple cyclic periods, and performs

multiple transmissions of the same data in a cyclic period. Correspondingly, device A

performs multiple sensing of device B in a sensing window. One sensing may include

obtaining an average sensing value of received power of all PRBs occupied by device

B. Alternatively, one sensing may include measuring received power of device B on

resources occupied by device B using PRB or sub-band as granularity. The sub-band

refers to multiple continuous PRBs. In the following, sub-band represents frequency

resources, and one sub-band may include one or multiple PRBs. A data channel of a

device may occupy one or multiple sub-bands in one subframe.

[106] In order to avoid collision and reduce interference between devices to the greatest

extent, the present application provides a data transmission method. FIG. 4 is a

flowchart illustrating the method which may include the following procedures.

[107] In step 401, device A senses SA and received power of other device(s), and/or senses

the total received energy on all of subframes/sub-bands of device A.

[108] After decoding to obtain information of an SA, device A may obtain precise in

formation about channel occupation of the device that transmitted the SA. Based on a

successfully decoded SA, received power of the device that transmitted the SA may

further be measured. The received power may be obtained by measuring the received



power of the SA, or by measuring the received power of DMRS of the data channel

scheduled by the SA. As such, information about the received power may be used in

assisting the resource selection/re-selection. Another information that may assist in

resource selection/re- selection is the energy received from all of subframes/sub-bands

in a resource pool. The energy refers to the total energy received on a sub-band, i.e., if

multiple transmitting devices transmit signals on the same sub-band, the energy is the

total energy of the superimposed signals from the multiple transmitting devices. When

device A fails to receive the SA, the above energy can still be used in assisting

resource selection/re- selection. But the absence of the information about future

resource occupancy restricts the performance of device A in resource selection/

re- selection.

[109] In step 402, device A performs resource selection/re- selection according to a sensing

result, and performs data transmission on the resource.

[110] Supposing the SA includes the identity of device B, the identity may be used in

identifying resources to be occupied by device B in multiple cyclic periods, and the

resources may all be used in obtaining a reference value of received power of device B.

Otherwise, supposing the SA does not include the identity of device B, after receiving

an SA which corresponds to resources for initial transmission and re-transmission of a

data, device A may only determine that the data whose initial transmission and re

transmission occupy the resources scheduled by the SA belongs to a certain device B,

and thus may only obtain the received power of the device B when device B

transmitting the data based on the resources.

[Ill] Supposing device A performs the resource selection/re- selection in subframe n,

regarding a device B, when device A has correctly decoded the SA of the device B and

the resources assigned by the SA is not released after subframe n, the reference value

of received power of the device B after subframe n may be determined according to a

measured value of the received power of the device B within a sensing window. P ar

ticularly, supposing the SA does not include the identity of device B, when an SA

specifies resources for initial transmission and re-transmission of a data, only the

reference value of the received power of the device B after subframe n may be

obtained according to a measured value of the received power of the initial

transmission resources and the re-transmission resources scheduled by the SA. The

present application does not limit the method of obtaining the reference value of the

received power based on the measured value of the received power. Then, considering

the SAs of the devices received in the sensing window, it may be determined whether a

certain resource after subframe n can be used for transmission by device A according

to scheduling information of the SAs and reference values of received power of the

devices. In addition, device A may determine resource occupancy situation of



resources subsequent to the subframe n according to some known or configured in

formation about resource occupancy cyclic periods. The reference value of received

energy in a subframe/sub-band after subframe n may be determined according to a

measured value of received energy in each subframe/sub-band in the resource pool in

the sensing window. As such, interference can be avoided to the greatest extent. For

example, with respect to a sub-band in a subframe y which is subsequent to subframe

n, the reference value of the received energy on the sub-band may be obtained

according to a measured value of the received energy on the same sub-band in a

subframe in a sensing window; or the reference value of the received

energy on the sub-band may be obtained according to a measured value of the received

energy on the same sub-band in a subframe which is before the end of

the sensing window k is a positive integer. is the cyclic period of a reserved

resource when device A performs the current resource re-selection. The reference

value of the received energy may be equal to an average value or weighted average

value or a moving average value of measured values of received energy in the above

subframe. The present application does not limit the method of obtaining the reference

value of the received energy based on the measured value of the received energy.

[112] In some examples, when device A needs to occupy a resource for data transmission,

device A may have not performed the above sensing operations, thus device A may not

have any available information on received power and received energy. Or, in order to

save power, device A may only performed a limited number of sensing operations and

thus do not have enough information on received power and received energy. In those

situations, device A may randomly select the resource to be occupied according to

available information on received power and received energy.

[113] The mechanism of the present disclosure is hereinafter described in detail with

reference to five embodiments.

[114]

[115] Embodiment one

[116] For a device A, when K resources are occupied by device A (K is larger than or equal

to 1), the resources may have the same cyclic period. For a device A, when K

resources are occupied by device A, it is also allowable that the K resources have

different or not exactly the same cyclic periods. For example, device A occupies Kl

resources, and the repetition period of the Kl resources is PI; device A also occupies

K2 resources whose repetition period is P2. Kl and K2 are both larger than or equal to

1, the sum of Kl and K2 is K, and PI is different from P2.



[117] The timing doing selection/re- selection by device A may be common to the above K

resources, i.e., when device A performs resource selection/re- selection, device A may

select/re-select all of the K resources. It is supposed that device A occupies resources

according to a cyclic period of P and occupies resources of K subframes in a cyclic

period, e.g., perform K transmission of a data in a cyclic period, occupy all of the K

resources repetitively for C successive cyclic periods after selecting K resources in a

cyclic period. That is, during resource selection/re- selection, device A may first

generate a random number for the cyclic periods of resource occupation, e.g.,

generating a uniform random number ranging from 5 to 15. Then device A selects K

data channel resources in a cyclic period and occupy the selected resources for C

successive cyclic periods according to a sensing result obtained from a sensing

window. When the K resources have different cyclic periods, resources with smaller

cyclic periods may generally be occupied more times than resources with larger cyclic

periods.

[118] A first method of selecting K resources is as follows. It is supposed that resource

selection/re- selection is performed in subframe n, K data channel resources are de

termined according to a sensing result obtained from a sensing window [n-a, n-b], and

the K resources remain available before the next resource re-selection. That is, when

the resources have the same cyclic period, it is guaranteed that the K resources are

available in C successive cyclic periods. When it is permitted that the K resources have

different cyclic periods, each of the K resources is always available in each of its

occupied cyclic period before the next resource re-selection. The above selection of K

data channels may take time delay requirements of the traffic into consideration, e.g., if

time delay requirement is 100ms, the K data channel resources may be selected from

the first 100 or less subframes from subframe n. As such, all of the K data channel

resources are selected based on information of the sensing window corresponding to

subframe n. In fact, the sensing operations are continuously performed by device A,

e.g., continuously performed after subframe n-b, the above first method cannot fully

use information detected after subframe n-b to reduce collision between devices.

[119] A second method of selecting K resources is as follows. In the above subframe n,

only the first resource is selected based on a sensing window [n-a, n-b]. Then, in

subframe n+nk, the k'th resource is selected based on a sensing window [n+nk-a, n+nk -

b], · The parameter nk is the subframe position where device A

selects the resource, and its value should ensure the selected resource satisfies the time

delay requirement. nk may be pre-determined or configured by higher layer, or may be

generated randomly, or may be decided by the device. Before the next resource re-

selection, it is guaranteed that the K resources are always available, i.e., when the K



resources have the same cyclic period, it is guaranteed that the K resources are always

available in C successive cyclic periods. When it is permitted that the K resources have

different cyclic periods, each of the K resources is always available in each of its

occupied cyclic period before the next resource re-selection. The selection of each

resource makes use of the newest sensing information at the current position, so as to

avoid collision to the greatest extent. As shown in FIG. 5, supposing the device selects

2 resources in a cyclic period, when selecting the first resource, the device performs

resource selection 502 based on sensing window 501, and obtains SA and data channel

resources which are denoted respectively by 511 and 512. When selecting the second

resource, the device performs resource selection 504 based on sensing window 503,

and obtains SA and data channel resources which are denoted respectively by 513 and

514. The sensing windows 501 and 503 are partially overlapped with each other.

[120] According to the above second method of selecting K resources, the timing of

performing resource selection/re- selection of different resources may be independent

from each other. Different resources may have the same or different occupancy cyclic

periods. Supposing resource selection/re- selection of a resource is performed in

subframe n, the number of cyclic periods in which the resource is to be occupied,

denoted by Ck, is first generated, and a resource is selected according to a sensing

result obtained from a sensing window [n-a, n-b]. The selected resource is available in

Ck successive cyclic periods. Alternatively, K resources occupied by device A may be

divided into groups, and resource selection/re- selection may be performed for each

group of resources, i.e., the timing of resource selection/re- selection of different groups

of resources may be independent from each other. When resource selection/

re-selection is required, device A may select/re-select a group of resources. Resources

in the same group may be selected according to the sensing result obtained from the

same sensing window. Alternatively, a proper sensing window may be determined for

each resource in the same group. In some examples, resources having the same cyclic

period may be assigned into the same group. In other examples, resources in one group

may have different cyclic periods.

[121] According to the above second method of selecting K resources, one SA may

schedule only one data channel. Or, according to the method of performing resource

selection/re- selection in groups, one SA may schedule data channels of one group. Or,

according to current resource occupying situation of device A, the number of data

channels scheduled by one SA may not be limited. For example, when device A needs

to perform resource re-selection of a resource, an SA may not schedule the resource

temporarily. Otherwise, the SA may schedule all of the K resources. Or, one SA may

schedule only some of the K resources. Correspondingly, multiple different SAs may

be transmitted for a data to specify the K resources. For example, Kl resources are



scheduled by a first SA, and the first SA may be transmitted only once or transmitted

K l times. The other K2 resources are scheduled by a second SA, and the second SA

may be transmitted only once or transmitted K2 times. The sum of K l and K2 is K.

When multiple SAs schedule the same data, it may be determined that the SAs are cor

responding to multiple transmissions of the same data based on information in the SAs,

e.g., the same SID, the same transmission block size (TBS), the same priority, or the

like.

[122] In some examples, when resource selection/re-selection is performed in subframe n,

device A may not have performed the above sensing operations before subframe n,

e.g., device A has just started up and thus has not performed any sensing operations.

Or, device A may only performed limited sensing operations, e.g., only performed

channel sensing in some subframes in the sensing window to save power. For a service

triggered by an event, device A may not have performed sensing or only have

performed limited sensing in advance. In this situation, since device A has very limited

information sensed before subframe n, some examples provide the second method of

selecting K resources to increase available sensed information for selecting a resource

and thus better avoid collision.

[123] Based on the above analysis, one of the above two methods may be used according to

conditions. One of the above two methods may be selected based on the amount of

current available sensed information of device A. That is, when there are very limited

available sensed information, the above second method of selecting K resources may

be performed; otherwise, the above first method of selecting K resources may be

performed. Or, one of the above two methods may be determined according to the type

of the UE. The above second method of selecting K resources may be used by a device

with limited battery capacity, e.g., a mobile phone of a pedestrian which may not

perform the above sensing operations or only perform limited sensing operations for

saving power. In other situations where there's no power restrictions, e.g., a vehicle

may continuously perform the above sensing, the above first method of selecting the K

resources may be used. Or, one of the above two methods may be selected according to

service types. Periodic services may use the first method of selecting K resource since

a device may be required to continuously sensing the channel thus can always obtain

sufficient sensed information. Services triggered by events may use the second method

of selecting K resources since there may be limited sensed information.

[124] After selecting a data channel resource of the K resources, device A may detect a

collision in the data channel resource with another device based on latest sensed in

formation before sending an SA corresponding to the data channel resource, and

device A may still occupy the data channel resource. Or, device A may re-select an

idle resource based on the latest sensed information to replace the resource where the



collision is detected. In an example, when there is no other available idle resources,

device A may still use the resource where a collision with another device is detected.

The above collision detection may be in a moving manner, i.e., a collision detection

may be performed in each subframe based on information of the newest sensing

window. Or, the above collision detection may be performed only when selecting the

k'th resource. If device A detects collision with other devices in one or multiple

previously selected resources based on the newest detection result, device A may still

occupy the resources. The latter method generates fewer overhead, but may result in

inability of replacing one or multiple previously selected resources in which collision

with other devices are detected due to the missing of the proper time.

[125] SAs may be processed using the following methods. According to a first method,

similar to the method of processing data channel, resources with the least interference

may be selected, when possible, for transmitting an SA based on a result of checking

an SA resource pool in a sensing window. In some examples, K SA resources may be

selected in one cyclic period, and are occupied in C continuous cyclic periods. As

such, the K SA resources are in a one-to-one correspondence relationship with the data

channels. In some examples, selection of K SA resources may be performed re

spectively for each cyclic period, and it is not required that SA resources for different

cyclic periods are the same. According to a second method, SA resources are randomly

determined in each cyclic period without considering a sensing result obtained from a

sensing window. For example, K SA resources are randomly selected in each cyclic

period to be in a one-to-one correspondence relationship with data channel resources.

In some examples, K SA resources may be randomly selected in one cyclic period, and

are occupied in C continuous cyclic periods. As such, the K SA resources are in a one-

to-one correspondence relationship with the data channels.

[126] In an example, device A selects resources in a selecting window

are related with implementation of UE, e.g.,

s in uen e by processing delay from

the UE selects resources to the UE starts transmitting SA and data, and is mainly

related with delay characteristics tolerable by the current service. A resource is in a

subframe and occupies one or multiple continuous sub-channels. One sub-channel

includes one or multiple continuous PRBs.

[127] Corresponding to the above two sensing methods, device A may sense information in

each subframe one by one, i.e., sensing received power of a device which transmitted

an SA which has been corrected decoded, and sensing the total received energy in the



subframe. In some cases, device A may skip some sensing operations in a subframe to

reduce sensing operations of the device and save power. It is denoted that device A

selects the above K resources and occupies the resources in C continuous cyclic

periods, i.e., if the cyclic period of reserving resources by device A is P, the next

resource re-selection performed by device A is after the time if the sensing

window used by device A for resource re-selection has a length of W and if

device A may suspend channel sensing after selecting the above K

resources and re-start channel sensing at a time point which is time W ahead of the

next resource re-selection to save power. As shown in FIG. 6, if C equals 2, the device

performs resource selection 602 to obtain data channel resources 611-613 based on a

sensing window 601. Device A suspends sensing received power and received energy

and re-starts sensing at a time point which is time W ahead of the time of the next

resource selection 604 to obtain sensed information in sensing window 603. The

device performs resource selection 604 to obtain new data channel resources 614-616

based on sensing window 603.

According to 3GPP, vehicle-type user equipment (VUE) performs sensing in N

subframes before performing resource re-selection, N equals 1000, i.e., resources may

be selected based on sensed information obtained from at most N subframes. In the

method as shown in FIG. 6, the length W of a sensing window may equal N, and W

has the same value for devices of all types. Pedestrian-type user equipment (PUE) has

limited battery capacity, thus how to prolong communication time is a problem yet to

be solved. In order to reduce power consumption, one solution is to try to reduce the

time of a PUE performs reception to the greatest extent. As such, when performing

sense-based resource selection/re-selection, device A may perform sensing only in

some of the subframes. For example, device A may only sense a portion of the above

N subframes to reduce power consumption. In FIG. 6, the value of W may be in

connection with the type of the device. For example, a VUE may be configured with a

sensing window with a larger length, e.g., W equals N, because a VUE does not have

restrictions from battery capacity. A PUE may be configured with a sensing window

with a smaller length, i.e., W<N, to save power. In the method as shown in FIG. 6, the

length W of the sensing window may equal may be larger than

a o n s a n , ' o r a alu configured by higher layer or a pre-determined

value; or, l c is a constant larger than 1 or a value

configured by higher layer or a pre-determined value, and W is the same for devices of



all types. According to this method, even if the arrival time of a data packet is subject

to a change at the time of resource re-selection, the resource re-selection may still be

performed with sufficient sensed information. In some examples, device A may only

sense a portion of the above subframes to reduce power consumption. In FIG.

6, the value of W may be in connection with the type of the device. For example, a

VUE may be configured with a sensing window with a larger length, e.g., W equals

because a VUE does not have restrictions from battery capacity. A PUE may

be configured with a sensing window with a smaller length, i.e., to save

power. In some examples, W may be smaller than or equal to N. When W<1000, the

method as shown in FIG. 6 may not be used for sensing data transmission of other

devices whose cyclic periods are relatively longer, e.g., 1000, thus collision with a

device having a longer cyclic period may not be avoided.

[129] As shown in FIG. 12, device A may sense a channel according to a cyclic period of

Pw, e.g., Pw is 100, and sense only S subframes within an actual sensing period in

each cyclic period, S is smaller than 100. According to the method, transmissions with

various cyclic periods in the above period of S subframes may be sensed. Corre

spondingly, collision can be avoided to the greatest extent as long as resource selection

is performed in a subframe corresponding to the above S subframes.

[130] In the method as shown in FIG. 12, a sensing window may be divided into multiple

sub-windows according to a cyclic period of Pw, e.g., Pw is 100 and a sensing window

with a length of 1000 may be divided into 10 sub-windows, and S subframes are

sensed in each sub-window. In some examples, an SA only indicates resource release

or only resources for the next data transmission is reserved according to a resource

reservation interval specified by an SA, is a set of resource

reserve cyclic periods is pre-defined, or configured by higher layer

signaling or pre-configured. Device A may perform sensing only in a sub-window cor

responding to a reservation interval to further reduce power con-

sumption. In another example, device A may perform sensing only in a sub window

corresponding to a reservation interval in the set

Denoting the index of a subframe in a selecting window by m, subframe



falls in the sub-window corresponding to That is, for the above subframe m,

device A shall sense subframe in the sensing window, or

Devices transmitting in other sub-windows may not

reserve resources in the selection window according to the reservation interval in the

set thus, no resource collision may occur even if device A does not check the

above other sub-windows. For example, when device A has a service period of 1000,

the set includes all of reserve periods, i.e.,

device A may sense S subframes in each sub-window of the above 10 sub-windows. If

the set does not include all of the reserve periods, device A does not have to sense

S subframes in each sub-window of the above 10 sub-windows. As shown in FIG. 16,

when the set includes reservation intervals {100, 200, 300, 500, 1000}, device A

only needs to sense sub-windows 1601, 1606, 1608, 1609 and 1610 to have all trans

missions performed by a device which is possible to reserve resources in selecting

window (1611).

In another example, device A may perform sensing in a sub window correspoinding

to a superset , which includes the set . In particular, , may be . In

another example, device A may perform sensing in a sub window correspoinding to at

least one element of a superset the superset includes all of elements

of the set · particular, , may only include all of elements

has an index denoted by m, a subframe falls into a sub window corresponding

to the above element p, That is, for the above subframe m, device A shall

sense subframe in the sensing window, The above superset

may be pre-defined, configured by higher layer signaling, pre-configured or de

termined according to implementation of device A. For example, as shown in FIG. 16,

supposing the set includes reservation intervals {100, 200, 300, 500, 1000},



device A may be configured to sense only sub windows 1601, 1606, 1608, 1609 and

1610; alternatively, device A may be configured to sense sub windows 1601, 1606,

1608, 1609 and 1610, and sense some or all of the other five sensing sub windows

1602-1604 and 1607.

[132] In addition, device A may also need to measure received energy in each sub-channel

of each subframe in a sensing window. Device A may measure the received energy in a

sub-window corresponding to a reserve cyclic period in the above set In addition,

it may be ruled that device A senses at least X sub-windows in the sensing window to

ensure the accuracy of the average value of the received energy. X is a pre-defined

constant related with implementation method of the device, and may be a value

configured by higher layer or a pre-configured value. As such, when the set

includes fewer than X reserve cyclic periods, device A may also measure the received

energy in sub-windows besides measuring the received energy in sub-

windows corresponding to reserve cyclic periods in the set The number of

elements in the set is denoted by In some examples, the above

sub-windows may be sub-windows which are not sub-windows corresponding to

reserve cyclic periods in the set and are in the shortest distance from the subframe

n. In some other examples, the position of the above sub-windows may be

random or determined by implementation of the UE.

[133] In a sensing window having a length of W, W is larger than N, equal to N or smaller

than N. Device A may sense only a portion of the subframes. For example, according

to the method as shown in FIG. 12, only S subframes may be sensed in each cyclic

period whose length is Pw. As shown in FIG. 13, supposing C is 3, device A may

suspend channel sensing after selecting the above K resources (1302) based on the

sensing window (1301), and re-start sensing (1303) at a time point which is prior to the

time point of the next resource re- selection (1304) by a time period W. In the sensing

window having the length of W, device A may sense channels according to a cyclic

period Pw and only sense S subframes within an actual sensing time period in each

cyclic period to further reduce power consumption. According to the method, trans

missions with various cyclic periods in the above period of S subframes may be

sensed. As such, collision can be avoided to the greatest extent as long as resource

selection is performed in a subframe within the above S subframes. In this method, the

sensing window with a length of W is divided into multiple sub-windows according to



a cyclic period Pw, e.g., W is 1000, a sensing window can be divided into 10 sub

windows when Pw is 100. When a set of reservation intervals is device A m

also perform sensing only in sub-windows corresponding to reservation intervals

in the set to further reduce power consumption. Or, device A may perform

sensing only in a sub window corresponding to a reservation interval

Or, device A may perform sensing in a sub window corresponding to an

element of a superset which includes the set In particular, may be

In another example, device A may perform sensing in a sub window corre-

spoinding to at least one element of a superset the superset includes all of

elements of the set In particular, may only include all

of elements · device A may sense SA and

measure the received power and received energy in sub-windows corresponding to

reservation intervals and measure received energy in at least X

sub-windows.

[134] In the above sensing window with a length of W, device A may perform no sensing

operation on some subframes, e.g., due to restrictions of half-duplexing which makes

device A unable to perform sensing on a subframe while transmitting on the subframe,

or due to other reasons such as saving power which makes device A does not perform

sensing on a subframe. When performing resource selection, device A may consider

influences of possible data transmission from other devices on the subframe on which

no sensing is performed.

[135] According to a first method of processing a subframe on which no sensing operation

is performed, referred to as unsensed subframe, when there is a subframe m on which

no sensing operation is performed in the sensing window, all of subframes

subsequent to subframe n may not be used by device A, is a

resource reserve cyclic period, A single-subframe resource in a selecting

window is denoted by is on subframe y



and includes one or multiple successive sub bands starting from sub band x. When

there is a i which makes l is unavailable to device A, i

is an integer smaller than C but not smaller than 0, C is the number of periods in which

device A is to reserve resource according to the cyclic period

[136] According to a second method of processing an unsensed subframe, when there is a

subframe m on which no sensing operation is performed in the sensing window, all of

subframes subsequent to subframe n may not be used by device A,

is a resource reserve cyclic period, When there

is a i which makes is unavailable to device A.

[137] According to a third method of processing an unsensed subframe, only a subframe on

which no sensing operation is performed within a sub window of a reservation interval

which is available for data transmission may be processed, That is,

a subframe m on which no sensing operation is performed is to be processed only

when there is a subframe in the selecting window, For the

above subframe m, all of subframes subsequent to subframe n are not

allowed to be used by device A, is a resource reserve cyclic period,

When there is a i which makes is unavailable to

device A.

[138] According to a fourth method of processing an unsensed subframe, only a subframe

on which no sensing operation is performed within a sub window of a reservation

interval which is available for data transmission may be processed,

and · That is, a subframe m on which no sensing operation is performed

is to be processed only when there is a subframe in the l c g window,

.For the above subframe m, all of subframes



is a resource reserve cyclic period, When there

is a i which makes is unavailable to device A.

[139] According to a fifth method of processing an unsensed subframe, only a subframe on

which no sensing operation is performed within a sub window on which a sensing

operation is performed by device A may be processed. For the above subframe m, all

of subframes subsequent to subframe n are not allowed to be used by

device is a resource reserve cyclic period, When there is a j
'

which makes is unavailable to device A.

[140] According to a sixth method of processing an unsensed subframe, only a subframe on

which no sensing operation is performed within a sub window on which a sensing

operation is performed by device A may be processed when device A is allowed to

perform no sensing operation on a sub window corresponding to the reserve cyclic

period For the above subframe m, all of subframes

subsequent to subframe n are not allowed to be used by device A,

· When there

is a i which makes is unavailable to device A.

[141] According to the above method of performing sensing on sub windows, device A

performs sensing at least in sub windows of reservation interval which is

available for data transmission in the sensing window, According to the

above first, third and fifth method of processing an unsensed subframe, when the

above method of performing sensing on sub windows is not applied, supposing there is

a reservation interval device A does not sense a sub window

corresponding to , i.e., the device performs no sensing on a subframe s within

the sub window corresponding to . According to the reservation interval



may be within the selecting window of device A, thus all of subframes

within the selecting window cannot be used for resource selection, and device A

cannot select resources based on the sensing in the sensing window.

[142] According to the above method of performing sensing on sub windows, device A

performs sensing at least in sub windows of reservation interval which is

available for data transmission in the sensing window,

According to the above second, fourth and sixth method of processing an unsensed

subframe, when the above method of performing sensing on sub windows is not

applied, supposing there is a reservation interval and

, device A does not sense a sub window corresponding to i.e.,

the device performs no sensing on a subframe s within the sub window corresponding

to According to the reservation interval may be

within the selecting window of device A, thus all of subframes within the selecting

window cannot be used for resource selection, and device A cannot select resources

based on the sensing in the sensing window. Since device A is allowed to perform no

sensing on subframe the reserve cyclic period is not taken into

consideration when processing unsensed subframes in order to avoid all candidate

resources in the selecting window becoming unavailable due to the unsensed subframe

in the sub window corresponding to the reserve cyclic period In fact, there is

relatively fewer traffic using the reserve cyclic period within a resource pool,

thus neglecting the reserve cyclic period has very little impact on system per-

formances.

[143] According to the above method of performing sensing in a sub window corre

sponding to an element in the superset device A does not perform sensing in

other sub windows in the sensing window, i.e., the sub window in which subframe

., m is the index of a subframe in the selecting window. That

is, for the subframe m, device A does not perform sensing on subframe in the



sensing window, ,. According to the above first and second method of

processing an unsensed subframe, for the above unsensed subframe , all of

subframes subsequent to subframe n are not allowed to be used by

device is a resource reserve cyclic period, In order to avoid all

candidate resources in the selecting window becoming unavailable due to the unsensed

subframe, for a single-subframe resource there cannot exist a j which makes

equals z, i is an integer smaller than C but not smaller than 0, C is the

number of periods in which device A is to reserve resource according to the cyclic

period p The above requirement restricts the value of p, thus restricts

the value of elements of superset The above restrictions may be considered

when the superset is pre-defined, configured or pre-configured.

According to a seventh method of processing an unsensed subframe, device A may

not consider the impact of possible data transmission of other devices on the unsensed

subframe when performing resource selection. As such, device A may perform sensing

in a sub window corresponding to an element in set Denoting the index of a

subframe in the selecting window by m, the sub window in which subframe

falls is the above sub window corresponding to element p That is, for the

above subframe m, device A shall sense a subframe in the sensing window,

may be pre-defined, configured by higher layer signaling, pre-

configured or determined accordng to implementation of device A. may be in

connection with or may be independent from For example, the value range

of each element of . There may exist a

reservation interval and d ice does not perform sensing in a

sub window corresponding to i.e., the device does not perform sensing on a



subframe s in the sub window corresponding to According to the reservation

interval subframe may be in the selecting window of device A.

Since the device does not process an unsensed subframe, device A is not prevented

from selecting resource based on the sensing in the sensing window.

In the method as shown in FIG. 6 and FIG. 13, device A perform channel sensing

only in a sensing window which is prior to the time point of resource re-selection. If

device A may accurately predict the time point of resource re-selection, the method

may work well. But device A may need to re-select resources before the time point of

resource re-selection due to changes in service status after selecting and reserving

resources. In such cases, the method as shown in FIG. 6 and FIG. 13 may result in no

available sensed information or only limited sensed information when resource re-

selection is shifted to an earlier time point, which may impact the performances of

resource re-selection. Generally, according to the method as shown in FIG. 6 and FIG.

13, device A performs channel sensing only in a sensing window prior to the time

point of resource re-selection, thus may have no available sensed information or only

limited sensed information when the time point of resource re-selection is changed

according to the needs. When resource re-selection is necessary, device A may adjust

the resource re-selection method if device A has no available sensed information or

only limited sensed information. If device A has multiple available resource pools,

when there is no available sensed information or only limited sensed information in

one resource pool, device A may select resources using another resource pool.

Preferably, the resource pool for resource re-selection has a load no larger than a

certain threshold. The above multiple resource pools configured for device A may

occupy different carriers, and/or occupy different time-frequency resources on the

same carrier. If device A is configured with multiple sense-based resource pools, when

there is no available sensed information or only limited sensed information in one of

the resource pools, device A may first re-select resources from another resource pool in

which enough sensed information has been obtained. If device A is configured with the

above sense-based resource pools and a random selection-based resource pool, when

there is no available sensed information or only limited sensed information in all of the

sense-based resources pools, device A may randomly select resources from the random

selection-based resource pool. Device A may randomly select a resource and transmit

only one data, i.e., not reserving the resource. Or, device A may randomly select a

resource and reserve the resource for multiple cyclic periods to transmit multiple data.

When device A does not have other available resource pools, e.g., device A is

configured with only one resource pool or the load of other configured resource pools



exceeds the threshold, device A may discard the current data, i.e., not performing

resource re-selection. Or, device A may re-select a resource from the one resource

pool. Device A may randomly select a resource and transmit only one data, i.e., not

reserving the resource. Or, device A may randomly select a resource and reserve the

resource for multiple cyclic periods to transmit multiple data. Or, device A may

randomly select a resource based on available sensed information and transmit only

one data, i.e., not reserving the resource. Or, device A may select a resource based on

available sensed information and reserve the resource for multiple cyclic periods to

transmit multiple data. The events that resource re-selection is shifted to an earlier time

due to the above change in service state may not appear often, thus the methods shown

in FIG. 6 and FIG. 13 are applicable to most cases.

[146] In order to further improve the performances, device A may continue performing the

sensing before the sensing window whose length is W prior to the expected time point

of resource re-selection after selecting the above K resources, and the sensed

subframes has a smaller ratio than those sensed subframes in the sensing window of

length W. The above expected time point of resource re-selection may be obtained

according to C which is the number of cyclic periods of reserving resources. In another

example, during transmission after selecting the above K resources, device A may

adjust the expected time point of resource re-selection according to some information.

The method of determining the expected time point of resource re-selection is not

limited herein.

[147] As shown in FIG. 14, supposing C is 3, after selecting the above K resources (1421),

device A may continue performing the sensing with shorter sensing windows (1402

and 1403), i.e., W'<W, until a time point which is time W ahead of the time point of

the next resource re-selection (1422) and start performing sensing using a sensing

window (1404) whose length is W. In the method of FIG. 14, because W is shorter,

device A cannot sense data transmission in a longer period, e.g., 1000, of another

device. Resource re-selection based on short sensing windows may cause collision

with those devices with longer periods.

[148] In other examples, as shown in FIG. 15, supposing C is 3, device A performs sensing

in a sensing window (1501), i.e., device A may perform channel sensing according to a

cyclic period Pw and sense only S subframes in an actual sensing time period in each

cyclic period. After selecting the K resources (1521) based on the sensing window

(1501), device A may continue sensing. Device A may perform channel sensing

according to a cyclic period Pw' and sense only R subframes in an actual sensing time

period in each cyclic period. Pw' may be identical to or different from Pw. R<S. The

above R subframes may be a subset of the S subframes to reduce power consumption.

Until a time point which is time W ahead of the next resource re-selection (1522),



normal sensing procedure (1502) is recovered, i.e., re-start channel sensing according

to a cyclic period Pw and sense only S subframes in an actual sensing time period in

each cyclic period. According to the method, since R subframes have been sensed in an

actual sensing period according to a cyclic period of Pw' and data transmission of

various cyclic periods has been sensed in the duration of the R subframes, when

resource re-selection based on sensing of the above R subframes is required, inter-

device collision can be avoided to the greatest extent as long as the resource selection

is limited to subframes corresponding to the R subframes.

[149] According to the method of FIG. 14 and FIG. 15, device A still performs sensing op

erations between two sensing windows whose length is W to provide sensed in

formation to assist resource re-selection in case the time of resource selection is shifted

to an earlier time due to service changes, so as to avoid inter-device collision as much

as possible. Since the proportion of sensed subframes is smaller, the collision

avoidance capability is not as good as that of the sensing based on sensing windows

having a length of W.

[150] Or, device A may divide a time period before the expected time point of resource re-

selection into multiple sensing windows each of which has a length of W, e.g., W may

be 1000, after a resource re-selection. In a sensing window immediately ahead of the

expected time point of resource re-selection, device A may sense a sub-window

according to a reservation interval in set in other sensing windows ahead of

sensing window, device A may sense a sub-window according to a reservation interval

in set The set is a subset of the set to reduce power consumed by

the sensing. and may be pre-defined, configured or pre-configured by

higher layer signaling. Particularly, the set may include all possible reservation

intervals, i.e., the sensing is performed in all of sub-windows in the sensing window.

According to the method, when service transmission of device A is mostly periodic,

certain sensed information can be provided for assisting resource re-selection in case

resource selection is shifted to an earlier time due to some reasons, so avoid inter-

device collision as much as possible. Since the proportion of sensed subframes is

smaller, the collision avoidance capability is not as good as that of the sensing based

on sensing windows having a length of W.

[151] When sensing SA and measuring the received power of a device that transmits the

SA, after correctly decoding an SA, device A may judge whether it is necessary to

measure the received power of the data channel scheduled by the SA according to



resource location and reservation information specified by the SA. Specifically, a

device needs to measure the received power of a data channel scheduled by the SA

only in one or multiple of the following situations.

1) At least one of resources scheduled by the SA is in the selecting window.

2) At least one of resources reserved by the SA is in the selecting window.

3) At least one of resources scheduled by the SA is after the selecting window,

denote the resource is in subframe y, and there is a k which makes subframe

locate in the selecting window, k is a non-negative integer,

reservation interval of a reserved resource used by device A in current resource re-

selection.

4) At least one of resources reserved by the SA is after the selecting window,

denote the resource is in subframe y, and there is a k which makes subframe

locate in the selecting window, k is a non-negative integer.

Supposing device A has correctly received an SA and the SA specifies K trans

missions of a data, e.g., when K is 2, the SA specifies resources for initial transmission

and re-transmission, device A may obtain the received power by measuring only one of

the above K resources, and use the received power in processing resource occupancy

and/or reservation of the above K resources during resource selection/re- selection. For

example, device A may measure only the last resource of the above K resources in the

sensing window to obtain the received power.

Embodiment two

It is supposed that a device occupies resources according to a cyclic period of P, and

occupies resources of K subframes in one cyclic period, e.g., perform K transmissions

of one data in a cyclic period. In other words, K resources are allocated to the device,

and each resource is allocated according to the cyclic period P. After selecting a

resource and occupying the resource for several cyclic periods, the device may release

the resource, and re-perform resource selection. Besides, when the device detects a

collision, i.e., the device finds out a correctly decoded SA schedules a subframe/

sub-band which is in conflict with a data channel resource of the device by receiving

an SA of another device, resource re-selection may be performed in some cases.

In order to enable effective resource selection/re- selection, device A may perform

channel sensing in a sensing window immediately ahead of subframe n in which

resource selection/re- selection is to be performed, and the sensing window should

reach a certain length, so that enough measurement information can be collected.

As shown in FIG. 7, in step 701, a processing scheme may be selected according to



whether device A has performed enough sensing operations in the sensing window.

When device A has collected enough information from the sensing window, collision

can be avoided as much as possible. In this situation, since the resource selection/

re-selection has taken interference from adjacent other devices well in consideration,

the possibility of a collision is very low. As such, before the next resource selection/

re-selection, device A may continue occupying the resource even if device A finds out

a collision with another device based on a received SA, i.e., step 702 is performed.

[162] In some examples, however, when resource selection is performed in subframe n,

device A may not have performed the above sensing operations before subframe n,

e.g., device A has just started up and thus has not performed any sensing operations.

Or, device A may only performed limited sensing operations, e.g., only performed

channel sensing in some subframes in the sensing window to save power. For a service

triggered by an event, device A may not have performed sensing or only have

performed limited sensing in advance. In the above situations, device A may either

randomly select a resource, or perform resource selection/re- selection based on

obtained limited sensed information, which may increase the possibility of collision

with other devices. In such cases, step 703 may be performed to have some measures

to reduce the impact of collision.

[163] In order to reduce the impact of collision under the above resource selection method,

device A may be configured to occupy the resource for a relatively short time period,

i.e., the time of occupying resources is shorter than the time of occupying resources

selected with enough sensed information. For example, for resources selected/

re-selected according to sufficient sensed information, the number of cyclic periods in

which a resource is repeatedly occupied may have a minimum value denoted by

and a maximum value denoted by , e.g., 5 and 15; for resources

selected/re-selected according to not sufficient sensed information, the number of

cyclic periods in which the resource is repeatedly occupied may be set to be smaller,

with a minimum value denoted by and a maximum value denoted by

o example,

[164] In the above situations, since collision is more likely to occur, when device A detects

a collision, resource re-selection may be performed.

[165] In an example, device A selects a resource and wants to occupy the resource for C

cyclic periods, and an SA specifies J which is the number of cyclic periods in which



the resource is to be reserved, e.g., specifying resource release or resource reservation

for the next cyclic period, or specifying resource release or resource reservation for one

or multiple subsequent cyclic periods. The J may be specified in an individual domain

in the SA, or may be jointly encoded with other information. J is smaller than or equal

to C. When a collision is detected in a resource scheduled by the SA transmitted by

device A, if the SA specifies resource reservation, the number of cyclic periods of

resource reservation specified in the current SA is denoted by JO, the resource which is

reserved for JO cyclic periods is continued to be occupied for data transmission. After

the reserved JO cyclic periods ends, device A performs resource re-selection. Or, after a

collision is detected, device may occupy the selected resource in at least Cmin cyclic

periods starting from the time point of the previous resource selection. Cmin is a value

configured by higher layer signaling or a pre-defined constant, and Cmin may be

smaller than or equal to That is, if the number of cyclic periods in which

device A occupies the resource selected in the previous resource selection, including

the above JO cyclic periods, is smaller than Cmin, device A may continue occupying

the resource, and not perform resource re-selection until the occupying time period

reaches Cmin cyclic periods. If the number of cyclic periods in which device A

occupies the resource selected in the previous resource selection is not smaller than

Cmin, device A may perform resource re-selection after the reserved JO cyclic periods

ends. In the remaining cyclic periods, device A may set J which is the number of

reserved cyclic periods in an SA to specify the number of remaining cyclic periods.

For example, when SA only specifies resource release or reserving resource for the

next cyclic period, and the number of reserved cyclic period JO is 1, device A may set

the number of reserved cyclic periods J to be 0 when performing data transmission in

the reserved 1 cyclic period.

Or, resource re-selection may be performed after device A detects a collision in a

cyclic period and the collision may re-occur in a subsequent cyclic period. Specifically,

when device A detects a collision with transmission of another device in the current

cyclic period and an SA of the another device specifies resource release, i.e., the

collision will not happen in a subsequent cyclic period, the resource re-selection may

not be performed. When device A detects a collision with transmission from another

device in the current cyclic period, device A may have another collision with the

another device according to C which is the number of cyclic periods in which the

resource is reserved after the previous resource re-selection, and the following methods

may be carried out. According to a first method, the above described method may be

carried out, i.e., performing resource re-selection after transmission of subsequent JO

cyclic periods or of the minimum number Cmin of cyclic periods is completed.



According to a second method, if device A will not have a collision with the another

device after subsequent JO cyclic periods, the resource re-selection may not be

performed. If device A will have a collision with the another device after subsequent

JO cyclic periods, the resource re-selection may be performed. Or, if the number of

cyclic periods in which device A occupies the resource selected in the previous

resource selection, including the JO cyclic periods, is smaller than Cmin, resource re-

selection is not performed if device A will not have a collision again with the another

device after the number of cyclic periods in which device A occupies the resource

selected in the previous resource selection reaches Cmin. If the number of cyclic

periods in which device A occupies the resource selected in the previous resource

selection, including the JO cyclic periods, is not smaller than Cmin, resource re-

selection is not performed if device A will not have a collision again with the another

device after subsequent JO cyclic periods. If device A will have a collision with the

another device, the resource re-selection may be performed.

[167] According to the method, when a collision is detected, device A is not required to

occupy the resource in C cyclic periods which speeds up resource re-selection of

device A, thus extra collisions can be avoided. Although device A does not occupy the

resource in C cyclic periods, device A has completed all of resource occupancy

according to instructions in the SA, thus will not affect decoding of SA and resource

selection/re- selection of other devices. The method may be applied only to situations

where device A has not performed sensing operations or only has performed limited

sensing operations, or applied to all of data transmission of device A.

[168] A first resource re-selection method is, after a collision is detected, device A

completes data transmission on K resources in a cyclic period before performing

resource re-selection. When device A has transmitted some SAs which schedule the

above K resources for one cyclic period before detecting the collision, device A may

configure remaining SAs to specify resource release when transmitting the remaining

SAs. Accordingly, when a receiving device receives an SA of a transmitting device, if

Kl SAs in one cyclic period specify resource occupancy and subsequent K2 SAs in the

same cyclic period specify resource release, the receiving device may regard all of

K1+K2 resources are released. When device A has transmitted all of SAs of a cyclic

period or does not have time to modify contents of the SAs when a collision is

detected, i.e., all of SAs in the cyclic period fail to specify resource release, device A

may release all of the resources and perform resource re-selection after completing

SAs and data transmission of the cyclic period.

[169] A second resource re-selection method is, after a collision is detected, device A may

perform resource re-selection after completing data transmission on K resources in a

cyclic period and indicating resource release in at least one SA. When device A has



transmitted some SAs which schedule the above K resources for one cyclic period

before detecting the collision, device A may configure remaining SAs to specify

resource release when transmitting the remaining SAs. When device A has transmitted

all of SAs of a cyclic period or does not have time to modify contents of the SAs when

a collision is detected, device A may continue occupy the K resources in the next

cyclic period, and indicate resource release in all of SAs of the next cyclic period.

[170] A third resource re-selection method is, after a collision is detected, device A may

perform resource re-selection after a cyclic period ends only when all SAs in the cyclic

period specify resource release. For example, supposing device A has transmitted some

of SAs scheduling the above K resources of a cyclic period and data channels when a

collision is detected, device A may continue transmitting the other SAs and data

channels of the cyclic period, and the SAs do not specify resource release. Starting

from the next cyclic period, all of SAs scheduling the K resources specify resource

release, and resource re-selection is performed when the next cyclic period ends. When

device A has not transmitted SAs and data channels of a cyclic period when a collision

is detected and device A has enough time to adjust content of the SAs to specify

resource release, device A may specify resource release in all of SAs of the cyclic

period, and perform resource re-selection after the cyclic period ends.

[171] A fourth method of resource re-selection is, when device A performs resource

selection/re- selection respectively for each of the K resources, e.g., as in the method of

embodiment one, when a collision is detected, device A may perform resource re-

selection for the resource in which the collision is detected. Device A may not specify

releasing the resource, and directly perform resource re-selection. For example, when a

collision is detected, if device A has not transmitted an SA and data channel of the

resource in which the collision is detected, and if device A has enough time to select a

new resource for the SA and the data channel, device A may directly release the

resource and occupy channels in the new SA and data channel. If device A does not

have enough time to select a new resource for the SA and the data channel, device A

may still occupy the resource in the current cyclic period and re-select a new resource

which is to be occupied in the next cyclic period. Or, device A may re-select the

resource only after transmitting an SA indicating resource release. For example, after a

collision is detected, if device A has enough time in the current cyclic period to adjust

content of an SA, device A may transmit an SA which indicates resource release, and

re-select a new resource which is to be occupied in the next cyclic period. If device A

does not have enough time in the current cyclic period to adjust the content of the SA,

device A may still occupy the resource in the next cyclic period, transmit an SA in

dicating resource release, and re-select a new resource.

[172] A fifth method of resource re-selection is, when device A divides K resources into



groups and performs resource selection/re-selection respectively for each of the

groups, e.g., as in the method of embodiment one, after a collision is detected, device

A may perform resource re-selection for the group of resources in which the collision

is detected. After a collision is detected, if device A has not occupied the group of

resources in the current cyclic period and has enough time to select a new group of

resources, device A may directly release the group of resources in which the collision

is detected, and occupy the newly-selected group of resources. If device A has

occupied the group of resources in the current cyclic period or does not have enough

time to select a new group of resources, device A may still occupy the group of

resources in the current cyclic period and re-select a new group of resources which is

to be occupied in the next cyclic period. Or, device A may re-select the resource only

after transmitting an SA indicating resource release. For example, after a collision is

detected, if device A has not transmitted an SA for the group of resources in the

current cyclic period and has enough time in the current cyclic period to adjust content

of the SA, device A may transmit an SA which indicates resource release, and re-select

a new group of resources which is to be occupied in the next cyclic period. If device A

has transmitted an SA for the group of resources in the current cyclic period or does

not have enough time in the current cyclic period to adjust content of the SA, device A

may still occupy the resource in the next cyclic period, transmit an SA indicating

resource release, and re-select a new group of resources.

[173]

[174] Embodiment three

[175] It is supposed that a device occupies resources according to a cyclic period of P, and

occupies resources of K subframes in a cyclic period, e.g., perform K transmissions of

one data in a cyclic period. In other words, K resources are allocated to the device, and

each resource is periodically allocated according to the cyclic period P. After selecting

a resource and occupying the resource for several cyclic periods, the device may

release the resource, and re-perform resource selection. In some examples, resource re-

selection may be performed.

[176] With respect to a device A, device A may first transmit an SA which specifies a data

channel resource being occupied and other parameters for controlling data

transmission. The parameters may include one or multiple of the following:

[177] modulation and coding scheme (MCS), which can be used together with the number

of occupied PRBs to obtain the size of transmitted transmission blocks, i.e.,

transmission block size (TBS);

[178] the priority level of a scheduled service;

[179] a process index of a current data, i.e., different process indices can be configured so

that device A may transmit multiple data in a manner which does not require



transmission of a data started only after initial transmission and re-transmission of a

previous data are completed;

[180] source identity (SID). Information included in an SA may be used for determining a

DMRS sequence and a scrambling code of a data channel, so as to randomize in

terference. Since adjacent devices may use the same MCS and priority, or the like, in

terference cannot be sufficiently randomized. By including SID in the SA for de

termining DMRS sequence and scrambling code of a data channel, better ran

domization can be achieved. SID may refer to the identity of the device that sent the

current SA, e.g., when a data is transmitted multiple times, the SID indicates the

multiple transmissions are from the same device. The meaning of the SID may not be

limited to the identity of the device that transmits the current SA. For example, the SID

may also indicate the relation between data, i.e., multiple data are from the same

device, and the SID is the identity of a group of data from the same source device. The

SID which indicates a group of data from the same source device may be used together

with the above process index to specify multiple data transmitted by device A. Or, data

corresponding to different process indices may be allocated with different SIDs,

therefore the above process indices may not be transmitted. Or, one SID may identify

multiple transmissions/re-transmissions of only one data, i.e., one SID is the identity of

one data. When one SID identifies one data, the above process index may not be

transmitted.

[181] The SID may be unique within a certain range, thus can uniquely identify a device.

Since devices may be moving in a high speed, two devices having the same SID may

not affect communication of each other when they are far from each other within a

time period. But after a time period, the two devices may become close to each other,

thus adjacent devices may make mistakes as to which of the two devices is the source

of a message. When the two devices are close enough to each other to receive the SA

from each other, the two devices may detect that an adjacent device uses the same SID,

i.e., an SID collision happens.

[182] From the perspective of device A, the SID of device A may be selected by device A.

A group of SIDs may be configured or pre-configured for device A, so that device A

may only select an SID from the group of SIDs. Or, instead of configuring the group of

SIDs, device A may select an SID from all of SIDs. The information of SID groups

may be configured when the resource pool is configured. The resource pool may be an

SA resource pool, or a resource pool of data channels. Denote the set of SIDs to be S.

When determining an SID for the first time, device A may select an SID from the left

SIDs which are obtained by excluding from all of SIDs the SIDs occupied by other

devices according to detected SAs, e.g., randomly select one of the left SIDs, and use

the selected SID is the identity of device A. Or, device A may have its SID configured



by a base station.

[183] As shown in FIG. 8, device A may continuously sensing whether there is an SID

collision (as shown in step 801) when receiving SAs of other devices. If there is no

SID collision, device A may continue using its SID (802), and change the SID when

certain condition(s) is met. Other conditions which may result in changing the SID are

not limited in the present disclosure. When an SID collision happens, step 803 may be

executed to change the SID of the device.

[184] When a first device finds a second device uses the same SID with the first device

based on a received SA, the first device determines an SID collision is detected. Or,

when a first device finds a second device uses the same SID with the first device based

on a received SID and the received power of the second device exceeds a threshold, the

first device determines an SID collision is detected. The above received power may be

the received power of the SA of the second device, or may be the received power of a

DMRS of a data channel scheduled by the SA of the second device. The threshold may

be a pre-determined value or a value configured by higher layer. In addition, from the

perspective of a receiving device, other parameters, e.g., MCS, the number of PRBs,

process index, the priority level of service, or the like, may also serve as the basis for

differentiating different data, thus the receiving device will not combine data with

different control information. As such, when a first device detects an SA sent by a

second device uses the same SID with the first device, the first device may further

analyze one or multiple of the other parameters, and determines an SID collision is

detected only when the other parameters are also the same. As such, when a first

device detects an SA sent by a second device uses the same SID with the first device,

the first device may further analyze one or multiple of the other parameters, and de

termines an SID collision is detected only when the other parameters are also the same.

The following is a method of processing SID confusion according to the present

disclosure.

[185] When the SID of device A is selected by device A, after detecting an SID collision,

device A may re-select another SID. Denote the set of SIDs to be S. Device A may

select an SID from the left SIDs which are obtained by excluding from all of SIDs the

SIDs occupied by other devices according to detected SAs, e.g., randomly select one of

the left SIDs, and use the selected SID is the new identity of device A. When the SID

of device A is configured by a base station, after detecting an SID collision, device A

may report the event of SID collision to the base station to request the base station to

configure a new SID. When data transmitted by a device includes information such as

another identity of the device or the like, the SID of the device may not have to remain

unchanged in a long time.

[186] According to a method of resource selection/re- selection based on SA sensing and



received power, if device A process resource occupancy after subframe n only based

on the received power in the last cyclic period in the sensing window, it is allowed that

the SID of device A may be different in different cyclic periods. As such, device A

may perform sensing after transmission of each data, and perform SID re-selection

after detecting an SID collision.

[187] Or, device A may perform sensing after continuous transmission of X data, and

perform SID re-selection after detecting an SID collision. The X may be a value which

is pre-determined, configured by higher layer, or determined dynamically. For

example, when the received power of transmission of a device in multiple cyclic

periods in a sensing window can be used for determining resource occupancy of the

device after subframe n, there is the need of identifying transmission of the same

device in multiple cyclic periods, and the SID of a device may be unchanged in the

multiple cyclic periods. The above sensing may be performed during resource

selection/re- selection, i.e., the sensing and the resource re-selection are performed si

multaneously. After detecting the SID collision, SID re-selection is performed, and the

re-selected SID is continuously used until the next resource re-selection. The method

ensures all data transmissions of device A on the same resource use the same SID

between two resource re-selections, which facilitates receiving devices identifying

transmissions from device A and measuring received power based on all data trans

missions on the same resource. Or, since the length of a sensing window is Is, the

interval between changes of SID is controlled to be larger than I s to ensure data trans

missions from the same device within a sensing window are identified by the same

SID.

[188] In order to avoid confusion resulted from SID collision, when device A receives

multiple data transmissions identified by the same SID and other information of SAs

scheduling the data transmissions can be distinguished from each other, e.g., the data

transmissions have different process IDs, TBSs, or the like, device A may measure

received power based on a resource that can be identified as corresponding to trans

missions of the same data. For example, when a resource scheduled by an SA is not the

resource reserved by another SA, two data with the same SID and different MCSs may

be from different devices, thus received power measured on resources scheduled by

SAs with different MCSs cannot be jointly processed. Or, after identifying other

identities in received data using higher layer processing, device A may further

calculate the average value of measured values of multiple data transmissions from the

same device.

[189] When an SA identifies all of K resources occupied by the device, i.e., a receiving

device may jointly receive data according to the above resource identification in

formation, an SID may not be transmitted if resource occupancy after subframe n is



processed only based on the measured value of the received power in the last cyclic

period in the sensing window. If resource occupancy after subframe n is processed not

only based on the measured value of the received power in the last cyclic period in the

sensing window, an SID may be transmitted and the SID may stays the same in

multiple cyclic periods, so that transmissions in the multiple cyclic periods can be

identified to be from the same device. Or, when an SA further identifies the number of

cyclic periods in which the K resources are to be occupied, after receiving an SA,

device A may obtain information about data transmissions from the same device in

multiple continuous cyclic periods, and determine resource occupancy based on mea

surements of the data transmissions. In such cases, the SID may also not be

transmitted, and the receiving device may identify the device using another identity in

information sent in the data channel. Considering that the SID may also be used for

obtaining the DMRS sequence of a data channel, if the SID is not transmitted, another

data field may be added in the SA for identifying the DMRS sequence, or the DMRS

sequence may be randomized based on other existing information.

[190]

[191] Embodiment four

[192] In an example, device A selects resources in a selecting window

are decided by implementation of UE, e.g.,

s influence by processing delay from

the UE selects resources to the UE starts transmitting and data, and is mainly

related with delay characteristics tolerable by the current service. A resource is in a

subframe and occupies one or multiple continuous sub-channels. One sub-channel

includes one or multiple continuous PRBs. According to the method as shown in FIG.

4, there may be two schemes to assist device A performing resource selection/

re- selection in subframe n.

[193] A first scheme is a method of processing resource occupancy of another device after

subframe n based on SA. That is, SA of another device B is corrected received in a

sensing window, the received power of device B is measured according to scheduling

information of the SA to obtain a reference value of the received power of the another

device after subframe n. When the reference value of the received power is larger than

the threshold Thl_R, a determination is made that the resource is not available.

[194] A second scheme is a method of processing resource occupancy of another device

after subframe n based on the total received energy received in each subframe/

sub-band in a sensing window. Device A may obtain a reference value of the total



received energy in a subframe/sub-band after subframe n based on a measurement

value of the total received energy in the sensing window and certain known or

configured information about resource occupancy periods, compare resources based on

the reference value of the total received energy to identify a certain portion of

resources with smaller reference value of received energy and select the resource to be

used randomly from the identified resources.

[195] As shown in FIG. 9, according to the method of FIG. 4, device A may sense system

load (901) when performing resource selection/re- selection based on a sensing result

obtained in a sensing window. The system load is simply referred to in the following as

load. If the current load is not heavy (i.e., the current load is smaller than or equal to a

pre-determined value), the device may carry out regular resource selection/re- selection

(902) , i.e., performing resource selection/re- selection according to the two collision

avoidance schemes based on the received power and the total received energy. If the

current system load is heavy (i.e., the current load is larger than the pre-determined

value), i.e., after taking the two collision avoidance schemes based on the received

power and the total received energy, no or only a few resources is available to device

A, the system is close to or in a congested state, there is a need of a method to solve the

congestion problem and reduce interference to ensure data transmission performances

(903) .

[196] Because there are two collision avoidance schemes, loads in the two collision

avoidance schemes may be respectively defined. The load may be defined as, when

one of the schemes is considered, i.e., only considering the received power or the total

received energy of a channel scheduled by a correctly received SA, the ratio of the

number of unavailable resources to the total number of resources. For example, when S

subframes and N PRBs are observed, the number of unavailable PRBs in the S

subframes is B, the load may be defined as when S subframes

are observed, each subframe is divided into N sub-channels, the number of unavailable

sub-channels in the S subframes is B, the load may be defined as

for the scheme based on SA and received power, the load may be defined as the

average value of the received power on unavailable resources. Correspondingly, for the

scheme based on the total received energy, the load may be defined as the average

value of the total received energy on unavailable resources. When loads are defined re

spectively for the two schemes, it may be defined that when the loads under the two

schemes are both larger than respective thresholds, a determination is made that the

system load is heavy. Or, it may be defined that when the load of any of the two

schemes is larger than the corresponding threshold, it may be determined that the



system load is heavy. Or, the weighted average value of the loads of the two schemes

may be compared with a threshold to judge whether the system load is heavy.

[197] The load may also be defined as, when the two schemes are jointly considered, the

ratio of the number of unavailable resources to the total number of resources. Or, the

load may be defined as, after the two schemes are considered, the average value of the

total received energy on the currently unavailable resources. Or, the load may be

defined as the average value of the total received energy on all of resources.

[198] According to the above definitions of the load, device A may judge whether a

resource is available based on the measurement value of the actual received power

and/or the measurement value of the actual total received energy on the source, and use

the judgment result in calculating the load. According to the method, the load may be

obtained by measuring the resources in the sensing window corresponding to subframe

n. Or, the load may be calculated based on the measurement value of the resources in a

time period T. The length of T may be larger than or smaller than the length of the

sensing window. In addition, the load may be a long term average value, e.g., may be

defined as the moving average value of the measurement values of the load at various

time points. For example, the ratio of the number of unavailable resources to the total

number of resources may be measured in each time period of a length of TO, denoting

the i'th measurement value is R , the load value may be updated to be

is a pre-defined value or a value

configured by higher layer, or a value that is dynamically adjustable, i s

the load obtained in the previous calculation of device A.

[199] If a device is detected to transmit data on the resource based on SA sensing, the

received power of the device is measured. When the received power is larger than a

threshold Thl, a determination is made that the resource is unavailable. The above

threshold Thl may be the same with or different from the threshold Thl_R used in the

method of processing resource occupancy of another device after subframe n based on

SA sensing. Thl is a pre-defined value, or a value configured by higher layer, or a d y

namically adjustable value. Or, s a pre-define value,

or a value configured by higher layer, or a dynamically adjustable value. In addition,

the total received energy on the resource may be measured. When the total received

energy is larger than a threshold Th2, a determination is made that the resource is un

available. Th2 is a pre-defined value, or a value configured by higher layer, or a d y

namically adjustable value.

[200] According to the above definitions of the load, device A may judge whether a

resource is available based on the measurement value of the received power and/or the



measurement value of the total received energy on the source in the sensing window,

and use the judgment result in calculating the load. According to the method, the load

may be calculated using predicted resource occupancy information in a selecting

window after subframe n. The length of the selecting window may equal the product of

the cyclic period of device A and the number of cyclic periods in which the resource is

continuously occupied. Or, the length of the selecting window may equal a cyclic

period of device A. Or, the selecting window may be a selecting window

In addition, the load may be a long term average value, e.g.,

may be defined as the moving average value of the measurement values of the load at

various time points. For example, the ratio of the number of unavailable resources to

the total number of resources in the selecting window of the i'th prediction may be R ,

the load value may be updated to be

a pre-defined value or a value configured by higher layer, or a value that is d y

namically adjustable, s e o a obtained in the previous calculation of

device A. The prediction of the ratio of the number of unavailable resources to the total

number of resources in the selecting window may be performed only when resource

selection/re- selection is to be performed, or may be performed at certain intervals.

[201] According to the above method of processing resource occupancy of another device

after subframe n based on SA sensing, when the reference value of the received power

of a resource after subframe n is larger than a threshold Thl, the resource is determined

to be unavailable in the calculation of the load. The above threshold Thl may be the

same with or different from the threshold Thl_R used in the method of processing

resource occupancy of another device after subframe n based on SA sensing. Thl is a

pre-defined value, or a value configured by higher layer, or a dynamically adjustable

value. Or, _ a P e d fined value, or a value configured

by higher layer, or a dynamically adjustable value. According to the above method of

processing resource occupancy of another device after subframe n based on the total

received energy, when the reference value of the total received energy of a resource

after subframe n is larger than a threshold Th2, the resource is determined to be un

available in the calculation of the load. Th2 is a pre-defined value, or a value

configured by higher layer, or a dynamically adjustable value.

[202] Further, device A actually occupies resources according to a cyclic period of P, and

K resources are allocated for each cyclic period and are occupied in C continuous

cyclic periods, i.e., only when the remaining available resources conform to a certain

pattern, i.e., are available in C continuous cyclic periods with each cyclic period is P,



the resources are actually available to device A. Therefore, when defining the load, the

pattern of resources actually available to device A in the remaining resources may be

analyzed after performing the above two collision avoidance schemes, and the load

may be defined as 1-B/A. B is the number of available resource patterns, A is the total

number of resource patterns. When judging whether a resource is available, C may be a

pre-defined value, or a value configured by higher layer, or a dynamically standardized

value, e.g., a device may randomly generate the number of cyclic periods in which a

resource is to be occupied. Or, according to the above, the resource patterns actually

available to device A in the remaining resources may be analyzed, a resource which

does not belong to any of the available resource patterns is determined to be un

available. Thus, the load may still be defined as the ratio of the number of currently un

available resources to the total number of resources. As for the above near-congested

or congested state, some methods may be used to reduce inter-device interferences,

thus increase the number of available resources.

[203] After detecting the system load is relatively heavy, device A may reduce the

transmitting power to reduce interference to adjacent devices after selecting certain

resource(s). When devices in an area all reduce respective transmitting power after

resource re-selection, the load and interference in the area may be reduced. The

method may take the influence of system load into consideration when the transmitting

power of device A is determined.

[204] The above device A may reduce the time-frequency resources occupied by device A

after detecting the system load is relatively heavy. For example, the number of PRBs

occupied in a subframe may be reduced, or the number of subframes occupied in a

cyclic period may be reduced, i.e., the number of transmissions of the same data. When

devices in an area all reduce respective occupied time-frequency resources after

resource re-selection, the load and interference in the area may be reduced. According

to the method, device A may adjust the number of PRBs occupied for transmission

and/or the number of transmissions of a data according to the system load.

[205] In the SA sensing-based scheme, the threshold may be increased to increase the

probability of the received power of device A does not exceed the above threshold.

The above threshold may be related with the transmitting power of device A, e.g.,

when the transmitting power of device A is reduced, the above threshold may be

increased accordingly to obtain more available resources while restricting interference

to other devices.

[206] In the above SA-based collision avoidance scheme, the threshold may be related with

one or multiple parameters, e.g., the load, the average value of received power, the

average value of total received energy, or the like. The device may adjust the threshold

according to one or multiple of the parameters. Or, the device may send a report to a



base station to report the measurement value of one or multiple of the above p a

rameters, so that the base station may adjust the threshold and send configuration

signaling to the device.

[207] In the above method of processing resource occupancy of another device after

subframe n based on SA sensing, after a sub-band of a subframe x after subframe n is

determined to be unavailable, the same sub-band in all of subframes

may be excluded, i.e., all of the subframes/sub-bands are not used in the current

resource selection/re- selection of device A. s the cyclic period in which device

A is to occupy the resource, and k is an integer. In fact, the above methods are

sometimes too conservative in excluding resources. When resource selection/

re-selection of device A is to occupy resources in C cyclic periods, after a sub-band of

a subframe x after subframe n is determined to be unavailable, the same sub-band in all

of subframes may excluded only when the above resource x is

within the C cyclic periods. That is, when e minimum

delay between a selected subframe and subframe n when resource selection/

re-selection is performed in subframe n, the influence of unavailable resources of the

subframe x on resource selection/re- selection of device A may not be taken into con

sideration. This method may be used only in situations where the load is relatively

heavy, or may be used in all of situations where resource selection/re-selection is

performed.

[208] In the above near-congested or congested state, device A is allowed to occupy some

of unavailable resources for data transmission. The above unavailable resource may

refer to resources judged to be unavailable and already occupied by another device

according to the above two collision avoidance schemes. In order to control inter-

device interference, in the above method, the ratio of the unavailable resources to

resources occupied by device A is controlled to be smaller than a threshold. The

threshold may be a pre-defined value, or a value configured by higher layer, or a d y

namically adjustable value.

[209] In the near-congested or congested state, when device A needs to occupy K resources

in a cyclic period, the number of resources which satisfy the occupy requirement may

be smaller than K. Further, there may be a resource that cannot be occupied in at least

continuous cyclic periods. In this situation, some compromised methods may
n

be used. A first processing method is, when there is not enough available resources,



device A selects a resource and occupies the resource in a smaller number of cyclic

periods, i.e., the number of cyclic periods in which device A occupies K resources is

smaller than A second processing method is, when resource selection/

re-selection is performed respectively for each of the K resources, the subframe/

sub-band of each resource and the number of cyclic periods in which the resource is

repetitively occupied may be determined, and different resources may be occupied in

different number of cyclic periods which may be smaller than . A third

processing method is, device A selects multiple resources, and the resources may have

different cyclic periods. The resources are used in such a manner that there are K

resources in each service period of device A. The timing of resource selection/

re- selection is still common, and the number of cyclic periods in which a resource is

occupied may be smaller than s shown in FIG. 10, when device A is to

occupy two resources according to a cyclic period of P and cannot find two resources

that satisfy requirements, device A may select three resources, in which resources

1001-1004 satisfy the requirement of being occupied according to cyclic period P,

resources 101 1 and 1012 have a period of 2P and are only occupied in the first period

and the third period, and resources 1021 and 1022 have a period of 2P and are only

occupied in the second period and the fourth period. By using the above resources,

there are still two available resources in each cyclic period of P. A fourth processing

method is, device A still periodically occupy some of the K resources. As to the other

resources of the K resources, the device may dynamically determine in each cyclic

period the subframe/sub-band occupied by the resources, and accordingly, specify the

other resources are released in the next cyclic period in SA(s) scheduling the other

resources.

[210]

[211] Example five

[212] In a V2X system, a device may send a synchronization channel in some specific

subframes, i.e., a primary sidelink synchronization signal (PSSS) and a secondary

sidelink synchronization signal (SSSS), and some broadcast control information, i.e.,

physical sidelink broadcast channel (PSBCH). The above synchronization channel and

the broadcast channel may be mapped to the same PRB in the same subframe, and are

denoted by synchronization channel/broadcast channel. A data channel of a periodic

service occupies resources according to a cyclic period, which may result in the data

channel and the above synchronization channel/broadcast channel in the same cyclic

period may be mapped to the same subframe, and the data channel and the above syn-



chronization channel/broadcast channel are in different subframes in other cyclic

periods. For example, when a device occupies resources according to a cyclic period of

100ms, and occupies resources of K subframes in each cyclic period, supposing the

cyclic period of the above synchronization channel/broadcast channel is 200ms, in a

cyclic period, one of the K resources of the device may be within the same subframe

with the synchronization channel/broadcast channel. When the above collision

happens, the interval of occurrence of the collision is 200ms. When a data channel of

device A is mapped onto a subframe where the synchronization channel/broadcast

channel locates, a processing method may be determined according to whether device

A needs to send the synchronization channel/broadcast channel.

[213] When device A needs to send the synchronization channel/broadcast channel, if the

data channel is allocated with a PRB different from the PRB of the synchronization

channel/broadcast channel and device A has enough transmitting power, device A may

send both the synchronization channel/broadcast channel and the data channel in the

subframe. If device A has limited power, power required by the synchronization

channel/broadcast channel may be first guaranteed, and remaining power may be used

for sending the data channel. Or, only the synchronization channel/broadcast channel is

sent, and the data channel may be discarded. Or, because there are many devices in the

system and those devices whose data channel is not in conflict with the synchro

nization channel/broadcast channel have already sent respective synchronization

channel/broadcast channel, when device A has limited power, device A may first

guarantee the power for transmitting the data channel, and use remaining power for

transmitting the synchronization channel/broadcast channel. Or, only the data channel

is sent, and the synchronization channel/broadcast channel may be discarded.

[214] When device A needs to send the synchronization channel/broadcast channel, if the

PRB of the data channel overlaps or partially overlaps with the PRB of the synchro

nization channel/broadcast channel and device A has enough transmitting power,

device A may first transmit the synchronization channel/broadcast channel, and

transmit data in the portion of PRB of the data channel which is not occupied by the

synchronization channel/broadcast channel. If device A has limited power, power

required by the synchronization channel/broadcast channel may be first guaranteed,

and remaining power may be used for sending the data channel. Or, device A may only

send the synchronization channel/broadcast channel, and discard the data channel. Or,

because there are many devices in the system and those devices whose data channel is

not in conflict with the synchronization channel/broadcast channel have already sent

respective synchronization channel/broadcast channel, device A may send the data

channel in the PRB of the data channel that is not occupied by the synchronization

channel/broadcast channel, and not transmit the synchronization channel/broadcast



channel.

[215] When device A does not need to send the synchronization channel/broadcast channel,

if the data channel is allocated with a PRB different from that of the synchronization

channel/broadcast channel, device A may send the data channel. Or, when the PRB of

the data channel overlaps or partially overlaps with the PRB of the synchronization

channel/broadcast channel, device A may send the data channel in the PRB of the data

channel that has not been occupied by the synchronization channel/broadcast channel.

[216] When the data channel and the synchronization channel/broadcast channel are

mapped to the same subframe, device A may transmit the data channel only in a

portion of PRBs, or not transmit the data channel at all. In this situation, device A may

still send the SA scheduling the data channel to increase the probability the SA is

received by a receiving device. Thus, the receiving device may obtain information on

the resources occupied by device A and on whether the resource occupied by device A

is released or is to be occupied in some more cyclic periods, or the like. The receiving

device may make preparations for subsequent reception of data channel or for the

sensing of received power based on the SA. According to the above methods, a

receiving device may obtain the relation between the data channel and the synchro

nization channel/broadcast channel of device A, thereby obtain the data channel

processing method of device A, i.e., does not transmit data, transmit data in only some

of PRBs or transmit data in all of PRBs of the data channel, and thus be able to

correctly process the data channel.

[217] When the subframe occupied by an SA is determined, the subframe in which the

current synchronization channel/broadcast channel is to be transmitted may be avoided

to be used to avoid the device simultaneously transmits different channels, maintain

the single-carrier characteristics, thus is good for guaranteeing coverage and save

power. Or, when the PRBs occupied by the SA and the synchronization channel/

broadcast channel are not overlapped with each other, the SA may be allowed to be

transmitted in a subframe in which the synchronization channel/broadcast channel is

transmitted. Such transmission harms the single-carrier characteristics and is not

beneficial to uplink transmission performances, thus should be avoided if possible.

[218] In a V2X system, devices may be divided into multiple types, e.g., vehicles,

pedestrians, road side units (RSUs), and the like. Devices of different types may use

different methods to process data channels and synchronization channels/broadcast

channels. For some devices that do not have power restrictions, e.g., vehicles, RSUs, or

the like, these devices may transmit data and the synchronization channel/broadcast

channel at the same time. For some other devices that have power restrictions, e.g.,

pedestrians, RSUs powered by a battery, or the like, these devices may not transmit the

synchronization channel/broadcast channel while transmitting data, or may transmit the



synchronization channel/broadcast channel according to a relatively longer cyclic

period (e.g., longer than 200ms). For example, the transmitting period of the synchro

nization channel/broadcast channel may be the same with the service period, i.e., when

the service period of a pedestrian is 1000ms, the period of the synchronization channel/

broadcast channel of the pedestrian may also be 1000ms, and the distance between the

subframe of the synchronization channel/broadcast channel and the subframe of

PSSCH may be smaller than a threshold, e.g., 100ms, to save power.

[219] Corresponding to the above method, the present disclosure also provides a device. As

shown in FIG. 11, the device includes a sensing module, a resource selecting module,

and a sending and receiving module.

[220] The sensing module is configured to sense scheduling assignment (SA) and the

received power of another device, and/or total received energy of all of subframes or

sub-bands of the device.

[221] The resource selecting module is configured to perform resource selection/

re- selection according to a sensing result of the sensing module.

[222] The sending and receiving module is configured to receive an SA and a data channel

from another device, and transmit an SA and a data channel of the device according to

channel resources selected/re- selected.

[223] Those skilled in the art can understand that some or all of the steps of the methods

provided by the embodiments may be implemented by hardware controlled by

software programs. The software programs may be stored in a computer-readable

storage medium. The software may implement any or any combination of the

procedures of the methods when executed.

[224] The modules of various examples may be integrated into one processing module, or

may be standalone physical units. Or, two or multiple of the above modules may be in

tegrated into one module. The integrated module may be implemented by hardware or

software modules. The integrated module may also be stored in a computer-readable

storage medium when implemented by software modules and sold and used as an in

dividual product.

[225] The storage medium may be read-only storage medium, magnetic disks or compact

disks, or the like.

[226] The scope of the claims should not be limited by the embodiments set forth in the

examples, but should be given the broadest interpretation consistent with the de

scription as a whole.

[227]



Claims
[Claim 1] A data transmission method, comprising,

sensing, by a first device, scheduling assignment (SA) and received

power of another device, and/or a total of received energy of all of

subframes or sub-bands of the first device;

selecting or re-selecting, by the first device, resources according to a

sensing result; and

transmitting, by the first device, data using the resources.

[Claim 2] The method of claim 1, wherein selecting or re-selecting resources

comprises:

selecting K resources as the resources occupied by the first device;

wherein K is larger than or equal to 1, the K resources have the same or

different or almost the same occupancy cyclic period.

[Claim 3] The method of claim 2, wherein selecting the K resources as the

resources occupied by the first device comprises: when the selecting or

re-selecting of the resources is performed in subframe n,

determining K data channel resources according to a sensing result

obtained from a sensing window corresponding to subframe n; or

determining a sensing window corresponding to each resource of the K

resources, and determining a data channel resource corresponding to

each sensing window according to a sensing result of each sensing

window.

[Claim 4] The method of claim 2, wherein selecting the K resources as the

resources occupied by the first device comprises:

performing a selecting or re-selecting process for all of the K resources;

or

performing a selecting or re-selecting process for each of the resources;

or

assigning the K resources into a plurality of groups, and performing a

selecting or re-selecting process for each of the groups.

[Claim 5] The method of claim 1, wherein selecting or re-selecting by the first

device resources according to a sensing result comprises:

performing the sensing in a sensing window only before the timing of

resource re-selected, and performing the selecting or re-selecting

according to a sensing result; or

sensing subframes within a sensing window before a prospective

resource re-selection time point so that the proportion of subframes



measured within the sensing window is larger than the proportion of

subframes measured before the sensing window.

[Claim 6] The method of claim 5, wherein when a subframe in a selecting

window has an index of m,

the first device senses a subframe whose index is

is a set of resource

reserve cyclic periods, is a reference value of reservation

interval; or

the first device senses a subframe whose index is

,is a superset which includes the set , is a superset

which includes all of elements

[Claim 7] The method of claim 5, wherein

when there is a j which makes wherein

m is an index of a subframe on which no sensing

operation is performed in the sensing window, a single-subframe

resource is unavailable to the first device; or when there is a j

which makes and

, the single-subframe resource is unavailable to

the first device; subframe y and includes one or multiple

consecutive sub-bands starting from sub-band x, is a resource

reserve cyclic period, is a set of resource reserve cyclic periods,

is a reference value of reservation interval, j is an integer smaller

than C but not smaller than 0, C is the number of periods in which

device A is to reserve resource according to the cyclic period or
'



when there i s a j which makes wherein

m i s an index o f a subframe o n which n o sensing

operation i s performed in a sub window o f a reservation interval

which i s available for data transmission, the single- subframe resource

s unavailable to the first device; o r when there i s a j which

m k

single-subframe resource i s unavailable to the first device; o r

when there i s a j which makes wherein

m i s an index o f a subframe o n which n o sensing

operation i s performed in a sub window o n which a sensing operation i s

performed, the single-subframe resource i s unavailable to the

first device; o r when there i s a j which makes

subframe resource i s unavailable to the first device; o r

n o processing i s applied to a subframe o n which n o sensing operation i s

performed.

[Claim 8 ] The method o f claim 6 o r 7 , wherein for a set when an index o f a

subframe in the selecting window i s m , and device A performs n o

sensing operation o n a subframe whose index i s

there does not exist a j which makes

a single-subframe resource

integer smaller than C but not smaller than 0 , C i s the number o f

periods in which device A i s to reserve resource according to the cyclic

period



[Claim 9] The method of claim 1, wherein selecting or re-selecting by the first

device resources according to a sensing result comprises:

when resource selection or re-selection is performed within subframe n

and the first device does not perform the sensing of SA and received

power and the sensing of the total received energy of all of subframes/

sub-bands of the first device before the subframe n, performing, by the

first device, resource selection or re-selection and reducing the time of

repetitively occupying the resources; and/or

when resource selection or re-selection is performed within subframe n

and the first device does not perform the sensing of SA and received

power and the sensing of the total received energy of all of subframes/

sub-bands of the first device before the subframe n, performing, by the

first device, resource re-selection after detecting resource collision.

[Claim 10] The method of claim 9, wherein performing by the first device resource

re-selection after detecting resource collision comprises any one of:

after detecting resource collision, performing, by the first device, the

resource re-selection after performing data transmission of a cyclic

period;

after detecting resource collision, performing, by the first device, the

resource re-selection after performing data transmission of a cyclic

period and indicating resource release in at least one SA;

after detecting resource collision, performing, by the first device, the

resource re-selection after indicating resource release in all of SAs

within a cyclic period and after the cyclic period ends;

performing, by the first device, resource selection or re-selection re

spectively for each resource, and performing resource re-selection for a

resource in which resource collision is detected;

performing, by the first device, resource selection or re-selection re

spectively for each resource, and performing resource re-selection after

transmitting SA indicating resource release in response to detection of

resource collision;

dividing, by the first device, the resources into groups, performing

resource selection or re-selection for each of the groups of resources,

and performing resource re-selection only for a group of resources in

which collision is detected after the collision is detected.

[Claim 11] A data transmission device, comprising: a sensing module, a resource

selecting module and a sending and receiving module; wherein

the sensing module is configured to sense scheduling assignment (SA)



and received power of another device, and/or total received energy of

all of subframes or sub-bands of the data transmission device;

the resource selecting module is configured to perform resource

selection or re-selection according to a sensing result of the sensing

module; and

the sending and receiving module is configured to perform data

transmission using selected resources.
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